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We describe scalar-pseudoscalar partner degeneration at the QCD chiral transition in terms of the
dominant low-energy physical states for the light quark sector. First, we obtain within model-independent
one-loop chiral perturbation theory that the QCD pseudoscalar susceptibility is proportional to the quark
condensate at low T. Next, we show that this chiral-restoring behavior for P is compatible with recent
lattice results for screening masses and gives rise to degeneration between the scalar and pseudoscalar
susceptibilities ðS; PÞ around the transition point, consistently with an Oð4Þ-like current restoration
pattern. This scenario is clearly confirmed by lattice data when we compare SðTÞ with the quark
condensate, expected to scale as PðTÞ. Finally, we show that saturating S with the =f0ð500Þ broad
resonance observed in pion scattering and including its finite temperature dependence, allows us to
describe the peak structure of SðTÞ in lattice data and the associated critical temperature. This is carried
out within a unitarized chiral perturbation theory scheme which generates the resonant state dynamically
and is also consistent with partner degeneration.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Chiral symmetry breaking SUVðNfÞ  SUAðNfÞ !
SUVðNfÞ and its restoration, with Nf light quark flavors,
has been a milestone in our present understanding of the
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) phase diagram and had-
ronic physics under extreme conditions of temperature T
and baryon density, as those produced in heavy-ion and
nuclear matter experimental facilities such as RHIC,
CERN (ALICE), and FAIR. Lattice simulations support
that deconfinement and chiral restoration take place very
close to one another in the phase diagram. In the physical
case Nf ¼ 2þ 1 (0  mu ¼ md  mq  ms) and for
vanishing baryon chemical potential, they point towards
a smooth crossover transition at pseudocritical temperature
Tc  145–165 MeV [1,2], the results being fairly consis-
tent with the Oð4Þ universality class [3], which would hold
for two light flavors in the chiral limit mq ¼ 0. The cross-
over nature of the transition means, in particular, that there
is no unique way to identify the transition point, the most
efficient one in lattice being the scalar susceptibility peak
position, rather than the vanishing point for the quark
condensate h qqiT , the order parameter, which decreases
asymptotically with T for mq  0.
The equivalence with the Oð4Þ ! Oð3Þ breaking pattern
for Nf ¼ 2 led to early proposals of   meson degen-
eration (‘‘chiral partners’’) at chiral restoration [4] which,
in its simplest linear realization, takes place through the 
component of the Oð4Þ field ð;aÞ acquiring a thermal
vacuum expectation value and mass both vanishing at the
transition in the chiral limit. Degeneration in the vector-
axial vector sector ( and a1 states) as a signature of
chiral restoration has also been thoroughly studied [5].
Nowadays, we know that the  state is well established
as a  scattering broad resonance for isospin and angular
momentum I ¼ J ¼ 0, known as f0ð500Þ [6], which is
then difficult to accommodate as an asymptotically free
state, like in the linear model. Precisely, one of our main
conclusions here will be that this asymptotic description is
not needed. In fact, in order to study chiral partner degen-
eration in the scalar-pseudoscalar sector, it is more appro-
priate to analyze the corresponding current correlation
functions [7] which can be derived from a chiral effective
Lagrangian without introducing explicitly a particlelike 
degree of freedom. The scalar and pseudoscalar suscepti-
bilities in terms of the corresponding QCD SUð2Þ currents
are given by


































where q ¼ ðu; dÞ is the quark field, PaðxÞ ¼ q5aqðxÞ
and KPðxÞ are, respectively, the pseudoscalar current
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average. For P, parity invariance of the QCD vacuum
(hPaiT ¼ 0) and isospin symmetry have been used. In
the above equation, Z½s; p is the QCD generating func-
tional with scalar and pseudoscalar sources ðs; paÞ coupled
to the massless Lagrangian in the light sector as sðxÞ
ð qqÞðxÞ þ ipaðxÞPaðxÞ, so that Z½mq; 0 is the QCD parti-
tion function.
Thus, should the scalar and pseudoscalar currents be-
come degenerate at chiral restoration, PðTÞ and SðTÞ
would meet at that point. Since S is expected to increase,
as a measure of the fluctuations of the order parameter, at
least up to the transition point, it seems plausible that they
meet near the transition. In an ideal Oð4Þ pattern, the
matching should take place near the maximum of S.
Since Pa has the quantum numbers of the pion field a,
its correlators, like KPðxÞ, are saturated by the pion state at
low energies. Let us first review the prediction arising from
the low-energy theorems of current algebra, equivalent to
the leading order (LO) in the low-energy expansion of
chiral Lagrangians. At that order, one has Pa  2B0Fa
(from partial conservation of axial current (PCAC) theo-
rem) with B0 ¼ M2=2mq and where F and M are the pion
decay constant and mass, respectively, so that P 
4B20F
2Gðp ¼ 0Þ þ    from Eq. (2), being GðpÞ the
pion propagator in momentum space p  ði!n; ~pÞ and
!n ¼ 2nT the Matsubara frequency with integer n.
Thus, the pseudoscalar correlator, saturated with the domi-
nant pion state, is just proportional to the pion propagator at
this order. In addition, to LO the Euclidean propagator is
just the free oneGLO ðpÞ ¼ 1=ðp2 þM2Þ (interactions are
suppressed at low energies) with p2 ¼ ði!nÞ2  j ~pj2, so
that using also the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GOR) rela-
tion M2F2 ¼ mqh qqi, valid at this order, we would get
P h qqi=mq, as a first indication of the relation
between the pseudoscalar susceptibility and the quark
condensate at the LO given by current algebra.
The latter result can actually be obtained formally as a
Ward identity (WI) from the QCD Lagrangian [8], in
connection with the definition of the quark condensate
for lattice Wilson fermions [9]. However, both sides of
the identity suffer from QCD renormalization ambiguities,
so that thisWI is formally well defined only for exact chiral
symmetry [9,10]. It is therefore interesting to study, and so
we will do in the next section, how this identity is realized
within chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) [11], which
describes the low-energy chiral symmetry broken phase
of QCD in a model-independent framework where sym-
metry breaking is realized nonlinearly and pions are the
only degrees of freedom in the Lagrangian. The previous
current-algebra results are actually just the LO in the ChPT
expansion in powers of a generic low-energy scale p,
denoting pion momenta or temperature, relative, respec-
tively, to   1 GeV and Tc. These are nothing but
indicative natural upper limits for the chiral expansion
in terms of scattering (typical resonance scale) and
thermodynamics (critical phenomena), respectively,
although both are treated on the same foot in the chiral
expansion. In particular, the LO prediction for P is tem-
perature independent, so it is not obvious that it can be
simply extrapolated as, say, h qqi ! h qqiT . Actually, all the
quantities involved change with temperature due to pion
loop corrections, namely,MðTÞ, FðTÞ and h qqiðTÞ [12].
Similarly, from Eq. (1), one can relate S with the
propagator of a ‘‘-like state’’ such that it couples linearly
to the external scalar source sðxÞ in an explicit symmetry-
breaking term LSB ¼ 2B0FsðxÞðxÞ. Without further
specification about its nature and its coupling to other
physical states such as pions, one already gets S 
4B20F
2Gðp ¼ 0Þ, suggesting a growing behavior in-
versely proportional to M2 as the sigma state reduces its
mass to become degenerate with the pion.
We also recall that the problem of S  P degeneration
has been studied in nuclear matter at T ¼ 0 in [13], to linear
order in nuclear density. In that work, current algebra is
assumed to hold through PCAC in the operator representa-
tion and other low-energy theorems such as GOR, which as
discussed in the previous paragraphs, leads to the pseudo-
scalar correlator KPðxÞ being directly proportional to the
pion propagator. The authors in [13] work within low-
energy models at finite density for which this PCAC real-
ization holds, so that by including the proper finite-density
corrections to G, which carries out all the density depen-
dence of KP through an in-medium mass, and to h qqi, the
relation P h qqi=mq is found to hold in the nuclear
medium. This result provides another supporting argument
for the relation between the condensate and the pseudosca-
lar susceptibility and represents an additional motivation
for our present ChPT analysis, where we do not need to
make any assumption about the validity of current algebra.
II. STANDARD CHPTANALYSIS OF THE
PSEUDOSCALAR CORRELATOR AND
SUSCEPTIBILITY
The next to leading order (NLO) corrections to P can
be obtained systematically and in a model-independent
way within ChPT, where one can also calculate the scalar
susceptibility S to a given order only in terms of pion
degrees of freedom. The price to pay is that we expect to
reproduce only the behavior of S;PðTÞ for low and mod-
erate temperatures. However, since P is dominated by
pions, whose dynamics are well described through ChPT,
we expect to obtain a reasonable qualitative description of
its T behavior, whereas standard ChPT misses the peak
structure of S near the transition. We note in turn that the
LO for S vanishes, unlike that of P. The ChPT NLO
result for SðTÞ can be found in [14,15].
For PðTÞ we consider the effective Lagrangian L2 þ
L4 þ    , where L2n ¼ Oðp2nÞ, including their depen-
dence on the pseudoscalar source pa as given in [11]. We
follow similar steps as in [15,16], now for the pseudoscalar
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correlator KPðxÞ. The LO comes from L2 only and repro-
duces the current-algebra prediction. The NLO corrections
to KPðxÞ are of the following types:
(i) the NLO corrections to the pion propagatorGNLO ðxÞ,
which come both from L2 one-loop tadpolelike
contributions GLO ðx ¼ 0Þ and from tree-level L4
constant terms,
(ii) pion self-interactions Oðpa  3pbÞ in L2 con-
tributing as GLO ðxÞGLO ðx ¼ 0Þ,
(iii) crossed terms L2 ¼ OðpaÞ L4 ¼ OðpbÞ
giving GLO ðxÞ multiplied by a NLO contribution,
(iv) L4 ¼ OðpapbÞ terms giving rise to a contact
contribution proportional to ð4ÞðxÞ.
The final result for the pseudoscalar correlator in
momentum space for Euclidean four-momentum p can
be written as
KPðpÞ¼ aþ4B20F2GNLO ðp;TÞþcðTÞGLO ðpÞþOðF2Þ;
(3)
where subleading terms are labeled by their F2 depen-
dence. The NLO propagator includes wave function and
mass renormalization (at this order in ChPT there is no
imaginary part for the self-energy):
GNLO ðp; TÞ ¼  ZðTÞ
p2 M2ðTÞ
; (4)
where the LO propagator corresponds to Z ¼ 1,M ¼ M
and is temperature independent.F andM are the Lagrangian
pionmass anddecay constant, related to thevacuum(T ¼ 0)
physical values Mð0Þ  M ’ 140 MeV, Fð0Þ  F ’
93 MeV, byOðF2Þ corrections [11].
The constanta inEq. (3) is temperature independent and is
a finite combination of low-energy constants (LECs) of L4
[11]. In the ChPT scheme, the divergent part of theL4 LEC
cancels the loop divergences fromL2 such that pion observ-
ables are finite and independent of the low-energy renormal-
ization scale. ToNLO inChPTall the pion loop contributions
in Eq. (3) are proportional to the tadpolelike contribution










ex  1 ; (5)
which is an increasing function of T for any mass. Thus, the
pion thermal mass in the NLO propagator is given at this
order by M2ðTÞ ¼ M2ð0Þ½1þ g1ðM;TÞ=2F2 and is finite
and scale independent. The same holds for F2ðTÞ ¼
F2ð0Þ½1 2g1ðM;TÞ=F2 and for h qqiT ¼ h qqi0
½1 3g1ðM;TÞ=2F2 [12]. Note that M2 ðTÞ decreases
with T a factor of 3 slower than the condensate h qqiT . In
addition, to this order it holds F2ðTÞM2ðTÞ=h qqiT ¼
F2ð0ÞM2ð0Þ=h qqi0  mq. That is, the GOR relation is
broken at finite temperature to NLO by the same T ¼ 0
terms, given in [11]. GOR holds to NLO only in the chiral
limit, including temperature effects [17].
The constant cðTÞ in Eq. (3) includes both LEC contri-
butions and loop functions and the same happens with the
wave function renormalization constant ZðTÞ. Both are
divergent, but the combination 4B20F
2ZðTÞ þ cðTÞ turns
out to be finite and scale independent. Note that if we
replace GLO ¼ GNLO in the last term in Eq. (3), which is
allowed at this order since cðTÞ ¼ OðF0Þ is of NLO, that
combination is precisely the one multiplying the NLO
propagator, i.e, it is the T-dependent residue at the
M2ðTÞ pole (when the Euclidean propagator is analytically
continued to the retarded one). That finite residue, being
finite, has to be then a combination of the finite observables
involved. Actually, it happens to be
4B20F





Thus, the expression in Eq. (6) represents the residue
of the NLO KP correlator (3) at the thermal pion pole.
Note that by showing explicitly that the residue can be
expressed as (6) we obtain that the thermal part of
the pseudoscalar susceptibility PðTÞ is the same as that
in mqh qqiT , since F2ðTÞM2ðTÞ=m2q þOðF2Þ ¼
ðh qqiT=h qqi0ÞðF2M2=m2qÞ þOðF2Þ, so that







h qqiT  h qqi0
h qqi0 þOðF
2Þ: (7)
Now, since h qqiT  h qqi0 ¼ OðF0Þ, at the NLO order
we are working, we can replace in Eq. (7) F2M
2
 ¼
mqh qqi0 þOðF0Þ so that we get PðTÞ  Pð0Þ ¼
mqðh qqiT  h qqi0Þ þOðF2Þ. Furthermore, the con-
stant a appearing in Eq. (3) contains precisely the LEC
combination that combines with that in the residue (6) to
give the same scaling law, now including the T ¼ 0 part.
Thus, our final result for the pseudoscalar susceptibility in

















where the first term inside brackets is the LO current
algebra OðF2Þ and l3, h1 are renormalized scale-
independent LECs [11].
Therefore, we have obtained theWI connecting h qqi and
P to NLO in model-independent ChPT, including finite-T
effects. Furthermore, the mq dependence cancels in
PðTÞ=Pð0Þ¼h qqiT=h qqi0, where only meson parame-
ters show up. To this order, PðTÞ=Pð0Þ ¼ 1
3g1ðM;TÞ=ð2F2Þ so that the LEC dependence also
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disappears. Recall that h1 comes from a contact term inL4
and is therefore another source of ambiguity in the NLO
condensate [11].
Note also that, unlike the approach followed in [13], we
have arrived to the result (8) without relying on the validity
of current algebra, which actually holds only in ChPT to
the lowest order. Actually, as explained, our result takes
into account NLO corrections to FðTÞ, MðTÞ, h qqiT
through GOR breaking terms, both at T ¼ 0 and T  0,
which turn out to be crucial to obtain the correct scaling
law given in Eq. (8).
III. LATTICE DATA ANALYSIS
We can draw some important conclusions from the
previous results. First, PðTÞ scales like the order parame-
ter h qqi, instead of the much softer behavior 1=M2ðTÞ.
This scaling suggests a chiral-restoring nature for the
pseudoscalar susceptibility, although we cannot draw any
definitive conclusion about chiral restoration just from our
standard ChPT analysis, which makes sense only at low T.
Its behavior for higher T approaching the transition should
be considered merely as indicative extrapolations, pretty
much in the same way as the ChPT prediction for the
vanishing point of the quark condensate is just a qualitative
indication that the restoring behavior goes in the right
direction. For this reason, in the following we will comple-
ment our standard ChPT calculation with a direct lattice
data analysis, and later on with a unitarized study which, as
we will see, incorporates the relevant degrees of freedom to
achieve a more precise description near the transition point.
One can actually observe a clear signal of a critical
chiral-restoring behavior for P, consistent with our pre-
vious ChPT result, in the lattice analysis of Euclidean
correlators, which determine their large-distance spacelike
screening mass Msc in different channels [18]. From
Eq. (2) we expect P¼KPðp¼0ÞðMpoleP Þ2 with MpoleP
the pole mass associated to KPðpÞ in a general parametri-
zation of the form K1P ð!; ~pÞ ¼ !2 þ A2ðTÞj ~pj2 þ
MpoleP ðTÞ2 with AðTÞ ¼ MpoleP ðTÞ=MscðTÞ [19]. Here, ! ¼
i!n would correspond to the thermal Euclidean propagator
and! 2 Rþ i	 to the retarded Minkowski one setting the
dispersion relation. Assuming a soft temperature behavior
for AðTÞ, which is plausible below Tc [for instance, A ¼ 1
for the NLO ChPT propagator in Eq. (4)], we can then
explain the sudden increase of MscP ðTÞ=MscP ð0Þ observed in
this channel [18] since we expect that ratio to scale like
½Pð0Þ=PðTÞ1=2  ½h qqi0=h qqiT1=2. We show in Fig. 1
(left panel) these two quantities. The correlation between
them is notorious, given the uncertainties involved, and the
mentioned increase is clearly observed. Data are taken
from the same lattice group and under the same lattice
conditions [18,20]. Note that in the lattice works,
ð2mq=msÞhssi is subtracted from h qqiT in order to avoid
renormalization ambiguities. Estimating the T ¼ 0 con-
densates from NLO ChPT,1 this subtraction gives a 6%
correction and, from the lattice values, it is about a 15%
correction near Tc. Apart from the screening versus pole
mass and the strange condensate corrections, one should
not forget about the typical lattice uncertainties, like reso-
lution, choice of action, staggered taste breaking, and large
pion masses [1,20].
Another important conclusion of our analysis is that the
decrease of P and the increase of S as they approach the
critical point, lead to scalar-pseudoscalar susceptibility
partner degeneration, which in an idealOð4Þ pattern should
take place near the S peak. Once again, this behavior is
observed in lattice data. In Fig. 1 (right panel) we plot the
subtracted condensate, expected to scale as PðTÞ=Pð0Þ
according to our previous ChPTand lattice analysis, versus
SðTÞ=Pð0Þ, both from the lattice analysis in [1]. The
T ¼ 0 values are taken from ChPT. The current degenera-
tion is evident, not only at the critical point but also above
it, where those two quantities remain very close to one
another.
Recall that both the analysis of the correlation between
screening masses and inverse rooted condensate and that of
scalar versus pseudoscalar (condensate) susceptibilities,
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FIG. 1 (color online). Left: Comparison between the pseudoscalar screening mass ratio and 1=2l;s , where l;s ¼ rðTÞ=rð0Þ with
r ¼ h qqi  ð2mq=msÞhssi, for the lattice data in [18] (masses) and [20] (condensate) with the same lattice action and resolution and
Tc ’ 196 MeV. Right: Scalar susceptibility versus l;s  PðTÞ=Pð0Þ from the data in [1] for which Tc ’ 155 MeV.
1For standard ChPTwe use the same LEC values as in [14,15].
Their influence is more important in S, due to the vanishing of
the LO, than in P, h qqi.
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although elaborated from available lattice data, have not
been presented before, to the best of our knowledge. As
commented above, this analysis has been motivated by our
ChPT results in Sec. II and it gives strong support to the
scalar-pseudoscalar degeneration pattern at the transition,
as well as providing a natural explanation for the behavior
of lattice masses in this channel.
IV. UNITARIZED CHPTAND RESULTS
A. Extracting the f0ð500Þ thermal pole from
unitarized ChPT
Since the scalar susceptibility is dominated by the I ¼
J ¼ 0 lightest state, which does not show up in the ChPT
expansion, let us consider its unitarized extension given by
the inverse amplitude method (IAM) [21] which generates
dynamically in SUð2Þ the f0ð500Þ and ð770Þ resonances
and has been extended to finite temperature in [22–24].
Thus, before proceeding to derive the unitarized suscepti-
bility in Sec. IVB, let us review briefly here, for the sake of
completeness, some of the more relevant aspects of the
thermal IAM, particularly in the scalar channel. We refer to
[22–25] for a more detailed analysis.
The IAM scattering amplitude is constructed by demand-
ing unitarity and matching with the low-energy expansion,
for which all the ChPT scattering diagrams at finite tem-
perature are included up to one-loop [22]. The different
types of those diagrams are represented in Fig. 2. The
T-dependent corrections to the scattering amplitude come
from the internal loop Matsubara sums in the imaginary-
time formalism of thermal field theory. The external pion
lines correspond to asymptotic T ¼ 0 states. The thermal
amplitude is defined after the application of the T ¼ 0
Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann reduction formula,
which allows us to deal just with thermal Green functions.
After the Matsubara sums are evaluated, the external lines
are analytically continued to real frequencies. The full result
for the thermal amplitude to NLO in ChPT is given in [22].
The scattering amplitude can be projected into partial
waves tIJðsÞ in the reference frame ~p1 ¼  ~p2 where the
incoming pions 1,2 are at rest with the thermal bath, so that
s ¼ ðE1 þ E2Þ2. The NLO partial waves have the
generic form (we drop in the following the IJ indices for
brevity) tðs;TÞ ¼ t2ðsÞ þ t4ðs;TÞ, where t2ðsÞ is theOðp2Þ
tree-level T-independent scattering amplitude fromL2 and
t4 is Oðp4Þ including the tree level from L4 plus the
one-loop from the diagrams in Fig. 2. Each partial wave




p ½1þ 2nBð ffiffisp =2;TÞ and nBðx;TÞ ¼
½exp ðx=TÞ  11, the Bose-Einstein distribution. This is
the perturbative version of the unitarity relation for partial
waves Im tðsþ i	;TÞ ¼ TðsÞjtðs;TÞj2 and T is the two-
pion phase space, which at finite T receives the thermal
enhancement proportional to nB which has a neat interpre-
tation in terms of the emission and absorption scattering
processes allowed in the thermal bath [22,25]. Precisely
imposing that the partial waves satisfy the above unitarity
relation exactly while matching the ChPT series at low s
and low T leads to the thermal unitarized IAM amplitude:
tIAMðs;TÞ ¼ t2ðsÞ
2
t2ðsÞ  t4ðs;TÞ : (9)
When the IAM amplitude is continued analytically to
the s complex plane [23], it presents poles in the second
Riemann sheet tIIðs;TÞ ¼ t2ðsÞ2=½t2ðsÞ  tII4 ðs;TÞ with
tII4 ðs;TÞ ¼ t4ðs;TÞ þ 2iTt2ðsÞ2 so that Im tIIðs i	Þ ¼
Im tIAMðsþ i	Þ for s > 4M2. Those poles correspond to
the physical resonances, which in the case of pion scatter-
ing are the f0ð500Þ (I ¼ J ¼ 0) and ð770Þ (I ¼ J ¼ 1).
The T-dependent poles can be extracted numerically by
searching for zeros of 1=tIIðs;TÞ in the s complex plane.
We denote the pole position by spðTÞ ¼ ½MpðTÞ 
ipðTÞ=22. The LEC for the IAM are chosen so that,
within errors, they remain compatible with the standard
ChPT ones and with the T ¼ 0 pole values for the  and
f0ð500Þ listed in the PDG [6].
Let us comment now on the thermal evolution of the
resonance poles, whose main features for this work are
represented in Fig. 3. Since t2ðsÞ ¼ aðs s0Þ with real a
and s0, the thermal dependence spðTÞ is governed by that
of tII4 at the pole.
In the vector-isovector channel, p  Mp for all tem-
peratures of interest here and therefore the  can be con-
sidered a narrow Breit-Wigner (BW) resonance with Mp
and p its mass and width respectively. Actually, M
2
pðTÞ
decreases very slightly with T for the relevant temperature
range. Hence, the T-dependent contribution of the real part
of tII4 is almost negligible compared to its T ¼ 0 part, due to
the large  mass value. The latter gives roughly the T ¼ 0
rho mass, so the real part of the denominator of tII behaves
dominantly as sM2pð0Þ. In particular, the tadpole con-
tributions of diagrams (d) and (e) in Fig. 2 are suppressed
in this channel typically by OðT2=M2Þ. However, the
thermal effect in pðTÞ=pð0Þ is much more sizable,
increasing with T. Its dominant contribution comes fromFIG. 2. One-loop diagrams for T-dependent pion scattering.
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the imaginary part of the amplitude. The imaginary part of
the tII denominator at the pole behaves like MppðTÞ and,
up to T ’ 100 MeV pðTÞ=pð0Þ  T=0, which for sp
near the real axis comes essentially from diagram (a) in
Fig. 2 (which would give the only imaginary part for real
s > 4M2) so the broadening can be explained just by a
thermal phase space increase up to that temperature. Note
that, although this effect is formallyOðeM=TÞ, it activates
below the transition because of the relative small value of
pð0Þ. Above that, there is an additional increase of the
effective  coupling with T [23], to which tadpoles
contribute, which explains a further increase of the width.
This behavior is represented in Fig. 3. Observe the softer
behavior of the mass as compared to the width in this
channel, and the correlation with the real and imaginary
parts of the amplitude at the pole position.
In the scalar-isoscalar channel, the one we are interested
in here, the behavior is remarkably different. We rather talk
of a broad resonance pole, since Mp and p are compa-
rable, so that the f0ð500Þ pole is away from the real axis.
As a consequence, all thermal contributions from diagrams
(a)–(e) in Fig. 2 to tII4 become complex at the pole and the
real and imaginary parts of the pole equations do not have
the simple form of a BW resonance. In addition, due to
the lower value of M2pð0Þ as compared to the  case, the
thermal dependence is much more stronger, both for the
real and imaginary parts, and all contributions from those
diagrams become equally relevant. In particular, the tad-
poles in diagrams (d) and (e) in Fig. 2 now come into play.
The numerical solution of the pole equations show that
M2pðTÞ in this channel decreases significatively, while
pðTÞ increases up to T ’ 120 MeV and decreases from
that point onwards, as seen in Fig. 3. Note that this non-
monotonic behavior for p cannot be explained now just in
terms of phase space or vertex increasing. On the other
hand, a possible interpretation of the decreasing M2p is a
chiral-restoring behavior. Actually, in Fig. 3(a) we also
represent Re spðTÞ ¼ M2pðTÞ  2pðTÞ=4  M2SðTÞ, which
would correspond to the self-energy real part of a scalar
particle with energy squared s and ~p ¼ ~0, exchanged
between the incoming and outgoing pions. This -like
squared mass not only drops faster but it develops a mini-
mum at a certain temperature, which as we will see below
corresponds to a maximum in the scalar susceptibility. In
the  channel, there is almost no numerical difference
between M2p and Re sp. Thus, a qualitative explanation
for the pðTÞ change from a increasing to a decreasing
behavior in the scalar channel would be the influence of the
strong mass decreasing of the decaying state.
B. Unitarized scalar susceptibility and
quark condensate
In order to establish a connection between the scalar
susceptibility and the scalar pole, we construct a unitarized
susceptibility by saturating the scalar propagator with the
f0ð500Þ thermal state and assuming that its p ¼ 0 mass
does not vary much with respect to the pole mass. Thus, we
FIG. 3 (color online). Thermal pole evolution (a)–(b) and contributions from the second sheet amplitude (c)–(d) for the scalar-
isoscalar (I ¼ J ¼ 0) and vector-isovector (I ¼ J ¼ 1) channels.
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identify the pole of a scalar state exchanged in pion scat-
tering with the thermal pole in the scalar channel discussed





where we have normalized to the T ¼ 0 ChPT value, since
we are demanding that all our T ¼ 0 results match the
model-independent ChPT predictions. This normalization
compensates partly the difference between the p ¼ 0 and
pole masses. Under this approximation, the self-energy
real part is the squared scalar mass M2SðTÞ ¼ M2pðTÞ 
2pðTÞ=4, as discussed in the previous section, and the
self-energy imaginary part vanishes at p ¼ 0.
The quark condensate cannot be extracted directly from
the unitarized susceptibility. However, we can obtain an
approximate description by assuming that the relevant
temperature and mass dependence, as far as the critical
behavior is concerned, comes from pion loop functions as
h qqiUðT;MÞ ¼ B0T2gðT=MÞ and S ¼ B20hðT=MÞ,
with fðTÞ ¼ fðTÞ  fð0Þ. This T=M dependence holds
actually to NLO ChPT, as in Eq. (5). Then, from Eq. (1),
since S ¼ @h qqi=@mq, we get





dy for x > x0; (11)
with T0 ¼ x0M M a suitable low-T scale below which
we use directly NLO ChPT, which has a better analytic
behavior near T ¼ 0. The h function is obtained from the T
dependence of S in Eq. (10).
C. Results
Our theoretical results based on effective theories are
plotted in Fig. 4. First, ChPT to NLO gives an increasing
SðTÞ, intersecting PðTÞ at Td ’ 0:9Tc, where h qqiChPTT ðTcÞ ¼ ChPTP ðTcÞ ¼ 0. Once again, this result should be
considered just as an extrapolation of the model-
independent expressions for SðTÞ and PðTÞ beyond their
low-T applicability range. With this caution in mind, stan-
dard ChPT supports the idea of partner degeneration.
Actually, near the chiral limit M  T, where critical
effects are meant to be enhanced, the degeneration point
Td ¼ Tc  3M=4þOðM2=TcÞ, approaching the chiral
restoration temperature in that limit.
We also plot US ðTÞ in Fig. 4. The result agrees with
standard ChPT at low T and improves remarkably the
behavior near the transition. It actually develops a maxi-
mum at Tc ’ 157 MeV.We show for comparison the lattice
data of [1]. Furthermore, approaching the chiral limit by
taking theM ¼ 10 MeV poles from [24] gives a vanishing
MSðTÞ at Tc ’ 118 MeV and hence a divergent US from
Eq. (10) at Tc. Thus, we get, at least qualitatively, the Tc
reduction and stronger S growth near the chiral limit
expected from theoretical [26] and lattice [2,3] analysis.
The clear improvement of the unitarized approach with
respect to the standardChPTone for the scalar susceptibility
is essentially due to the introduction of the thermal f0ð500Þ
state, whose importance in this case is clearly seen from the
dependence S  1=M2S, rather than to an enlargement of
the applicability range in the unitarized approach. Actually,
even within the unitarized description, we should be cau-
tious when extrapolating it to near Tc since we may be
strictly beyond the effective theory range.
The resulting h qqiUT is plotted in Fig. 4 with
T0 ’ 12 MeV.2 The critical behavior is again nicely
improved compared to the ChPT curves and is in better
agreement with lattice data in that region. In addition, we
obtain once more a scalar-pseudoscalar intersection near
the S peak and hence of chiral restoration. The corre-
sponding h qqiUT near the chiral limit (M¼10MeV) is
much more abrupt, vanishing and meeting S at Tc as
expected.
Recall that in the above unitarized analysis, we are not
performing a fit to lattice points. We just use the same
LECs which generate the T ¼ 0 physical f0ð500Þ,  states
[24] and then provide our results for the susceptibility and
condensate. The theoretical uncertainties in the LEC, as
well as the lattice errors already discussed, should be taken
into account for a more precise comparison. Besides, our
effective theory analysis is not expected to reproduce the
chiral restoration pattern above Tc. In any case, apart from
the important consistency obtained for chiral restoration
properties, such as the S peak and the S=P matching,
an important point we want to stress is the crucial role of
the f0ð500Þ= state to describe the scalar susceptibility.
Since S  1=M2S, this observable is much more sensitive
to this broad state, so that a physically realistic description,
including its thermal effects, turns out to be essential.
















q q U T
q q 0
FIG. 4 (color online). Scalar versus pseudoscalar susceptibili-
ties in ChPT and in our unitarized description. We show for
comparison the lattice data of Fig. 1 (right).
2We find very small numerical differences changing T0 be-
tween 10–60 MeV.
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This may not be the case for other thermodynamical
observables, for which other approaches may provide a
much better description. For instance, the hadron resonance
gas (HRG) framework gives very accurate results compared
to lattice data [27,28] and particle distributions [29,30]
below the transition, by including all known hadronic states
as free particles in the partition function, often including
small interaction corrections. Within the HRG approach,
hadron interactions are generically encoded in the resonant
states. This framework works for most thermodynamic
quantities, which are obtained, by construction, as mono-
tonic functions of T, and generally increasewith the mass of
the states considered. For instance, the scalar susceptibility
within that approachwould increasewithT, as it happens for
other quantities such as the trace anomaly. Thus, the effect of
a properly included broad T-dependent state arising from
pion scattering in order to describe chiral restoring proper-
ties such as the susceptibility peak, is oncemore highlighted.
In fact, the  state is just not included in many HRG works
[28] or, at most, considered as a BW state [29,30] with its
T ¼ 0 mass and width, which, as we have commented
above, does not provide an entirely adequate description.
Finally, let us comment that apart from higher mass states,
inclusion of higher order interactions may also be important
for certain hadronic observables. For instance, including
interactions in the vector channel are essential to describe
properly the dilepton spectra [5].
V. CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing, we have analyzed the scalar-pseudoscalar
Oð4Þ-like current degeneration pattern at chiral symmetry
restoration, from lattice simulations and effective theory
analysis. The pseudoscalar susceptibility scales as the
quark condensate, which we have explicitly shown in
ChPT to NLO at low temperature, and becomes degenerate
with its ‘‘chiral partner’’ scalar susceptibility close to the
scalar transition peak. The lattice data and the unitarized
ChPT analysis support this picture and are well accounted
for by the dominant physical states: pions and the f0ð500Þ
scalar resonance generated in pion scattering at finite tem-
perature. In turn, we have provided a natural explanation
for the sudden growth of lattice masses observed in the
pseudoscalar channel. Although we have restricted here,
for simplicity, to the Nf ¼ 2 case, the analysis can be
extended to Nf ¼ 3, where the role of other scalar states
such as the a0ð980Þ can also be studied [31].
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